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Introduction: In /1/ we showed that in ASDEX the disruption a t the density
limit in an Ohmic di schar ge at q - 4.2 (q ~ 2~ BTa2/~ o Ip R) is preceded by
the poloidally asymme tric formation of a cold high density plasma nea r t he
boundary ( "m arfe~ /2/) and a shrinking of t he current profile. In order ~
ge t an improved data base for an empirical density limit scal ing and 'more
insight into the phenomena invo lved we now extended our i nves ti gations to
discharges i n a l ar ge parameter range including neutra l beam heating. Resul ts from discharges with continuous pellet injection are reported in 13/.
The experimental ~e th o d: After non-gettered divertor discharges had r eached
a current plateau and quas i - sta tionary conditions with sawtooth activity ,
the line averaged e lectron dens i ty was slowly increased by controlled gas
puffing until a disruption was detected. When desi red, neutral beam injection started simultaneous l y wi th the dens ity increase. With injection , slow
density ramp up was made possible by extending the heating puls es in time a t
the cos t of power by firing our two besmiines one after the other. The
reduced maximum beam power of 1.7 MW permit s only L-type discharges.
Parameter scaling: Figure 1 s hows Rugill-diagrams /4/ for Ohmical ly and
beam heated discharges in hydrogen with a toroida l magnetic field Br of
1.9 T (left) and various B~values between 1.3 T and 2.5 T ( right ). The data
poi nt s represent peak values of n (ele c t ron density averaged along a horizon tal chor d in the midpl ane). Ohmic data show the we ll known linear dependence n - l/q - Ip for high q-values and the bending off at q-va lue! below
about J . Discharges with beam heating reach an appr eci a bly higher n for all
q-values.
'
While at the dens ity limit nlBl i s fairly independent of BT and only a
function of q in the Ohmic case, we see in Fig. I, tha t ,the maxi mum density
r eached in beam heated discharges i s a more complicated func tion of BT' At
l eas t at this power level n is also a function of the beam power.
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obv ious ly being no scaling parameter for beam heated di scharges we
plot the maximum density as a function of the variable s Ip and BT (Fig. 2).
We see again that n is proportional to Ip in Ohmic discharges for q > 3. The
maximum of all the curves corresponds to q - 2 . 7. For beam heated discharges
we still have an explicit variation of the density limit with Ip' A function
proportional to the squa re root of Ip fits well all data points from discha rges with q > 3 .
In both cases the total heating power varies with the plasma cu rrent. The
heating power shortly before the disruption varies roughly with the s quare
ruot of Ip in Ohmic di cc harg~ s , in beam he~ten dlscharaes POH Is only a
sma ll fraction of the total power, so that despite of a variation of POH
with Ip the tot a l power Is consta nt within 10 % at fixed beam power.
The few data available for different beam powers are compatible with
n ~ pO, a 20 . 3 . . . 0 . 4. This scaling applied t o Ohmic discharges together
with an assumed "intrinsic
lp-scaling is too weak to explain the linear lp
sca ling obse rved. If we assume a universal scaling law to be valid for all
heating methods we have to postulate a more complica ted power dependence.
n

Phenomena observed before the disruption: As one might already presume from
the strong bend in the density limit curves we have to distinguish between
low q and high q discharges, the boundary q value being a bout 2.7 in ASDEX .
Typica l signa l traces from q- 2.2 and q- 4 .7 di scha rges wi t h Ohmic and beam
heating are plotted in Fig . 3 .
The Ohmic high-q discharge shows all signs of a growing marfe and shrinking
current channel as de scribed in Ill : increase of UL and li. s trong increase
of radi atio n from low ionization states of low- Z impurities (CIII), reduced
divertor loading <Ha!) ' The difference between the int erfe romete r Signals at
half radius above and below midplane shows that the "marfe is located below
the midplane. !his is a l so confirmed by space resolved bolomete r measurements (not shown). Poloidally asymmetric radia tion sources are oot measured
co rrectly by the bolometers . Nevertheless we can state that the power radia ted fr om the marfe i s substan tial. Strongly growing MHO activi ty (probably
m - 2, localized at the q-2 surface) sets in about 15 - 20 ms before the
disruption .
H

With beam heating we observe the signs of a marfe mentioned above already at
rather l ow densities . (See als o shaded areas in Fig . 1). 11 measurements do
not clearly indicate a s hrinking of the current profile, but Thomson scat tering measurements show a peaking of the Te and ne profiles well bef ore the
disruption. The power r a diated fr om the marfe seems to be higher than in the
Ohmic case but small compared to the total power. About 50 ms before the
disruption the lower edge channels of the bolometer array (which see the
region of the lower stagnation point) detect a strong increas e of the radi- ·
ation. This might indicate a s tronger marfe or a dramatic change of the
scrape-off plasma at the divertor entrance . We do, however, not observe a
drop of the neutral gas density in the dlvertor chamber . The onset of MHDactivity is similar to the Ohmic case .
The behaviour of low q-dlscharges with Ohmic o r NB-heating is completely
different before the disruption compared to the high-q case: Nothing indica tes a thermal instability at the plasma edge. Thomson scattering shows
also in this case that Te decreases all over the cross section when n is
being increased, but there is no sign of a slow current s hrinking . It seems
that in low q-discharges an MHO instability not being triggered by a thermal
instability leads to the disruption. Discharges at very low q-values do not
even show the s trongly increasing oscillations indicating rotating modes:
the plasma sinply disrupts.

- , 61 ' Spurious density limits : In a few discharges, especially in de ute rium one
observes completely different phenomena leading to a density limit at lower
values than given by the scaling described above.
Ohmic discharges in D2 at low Ip s~owed an increase of the radiation from
the plasma centre with increasing n, then a s top of the sawtooth ac tivit y
and finally a disruption at a rather low n value. Thomson scattering confirmed the radiational collapse from the centre: Te-profiles flattened at
the plasma cen tre or became even indented the outer part of the profiles
staying unperturbed. The flat a r ea expanded until it reached about half the
plasma radius, then the discharge disrupted . This effect results from the
higher content of metal impurities In D2- dlscharges .
n

Other (besm- heated) di scharges showed some kind of ~density clamping obvi ously caused by an increased mode ac t ivity. By strongl y increased gas
puffing it was possibl e to further increase n, but we cannot exclude that
the den sity limit would be highe r, if we were ab l e to avoid t hese modes.
We believe that limits of thi s kind can be overcome by improved discharge
scenario s , wa l l cond itioning or other choice of wall materials and exc luded
them from further discussions.
Conclusion: The increase of n beyond the dens it y limit Is finally prevented
by MHD phenomena, probably an instability arising at the q-2 surface . ' But
all our observati ons indicate that thi s is related to the power balance.
In high q-dlscharges the q-2 s ur face considered to be most sensitive is so
distant to the boundary that it is not directly affected by the power losses
at the edge . With increasing losses edge coo lIng does not simp l y flatten
gradients at the edge, but l eads to a thermal instabi lity which causes a
shrinking of t he current channel and final l y an MHO unstable s ituati on .
In l ow-q di scha rge s the q-2 surface i s very close to the boundary. The zone
of strong volume lo sses (ionization, charge exchange losses, low- Z radiation) over laps with it. The discharge becomes MHO unstable befo re the
boundary becomes thermally unstable.
A theoretica l treatment of the probl em su ffers from the poor knowledge of
particle transport. A Simp l e mode l l eads to the conclusion that the power
lost only by refue ll ing is proportional to 0 • n 2 , 0 being the particle
diffusion coefficient. Assuming a proper functional dependence of 0 on n,
I , BT and P we can explain any emp iri cal density limit scaling by thermal
eFfects . An increase of 0 with power would explain the weak increase of the
density limit with power . Vice versa we might deduce the functiona l dependence of n from empirical density limit scaling laws .
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Fig. 1: Hugill diagr ams for Bt • 1. 9 T (l e ft) and various BT-values .
Shaded area: appeGcanc e of marfes.
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Fig . 2: Density limit as a func t ion of Ip and BT for Ohmic (left) and neutral
beam heated discha r ges (right)
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Fig . 3 : Characteristic behaviour o f different type s of discharges in a sho r t
period before the densit y limit di s ruption (marked by vertical lines)

